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ABSTRACT 

 

The paper provides a novel theory of income distribution and achieves an integration of 

monetary and value theories along Ricardian lines, extended to a monetary production econ-

omy as understood by Keynes. In a monetary economy, capital is a fund that must be main-

tained. This idea is captured in the circuit of capital as first defined by Marx. We introduce 

the circuit of fixed capital; this circuit is closed when the present value of prospective returns 

from employing it is equal to its supply price. In a steady-growth equilibrium with nominal 

wages and interest rates given, the equation that closes the circuit of fixed capital can be 

solved for prices, implying a definitive income distribution. Accordingly, the imputation for 

fixed capital costs is equivalent to that of a money contract of equal length, which is the 

payment per period that will repay the cost of the fixed asset, together with interest. It fol-

lows that if capital assets remain in use for a period longer than is required to amortize them, 

their earnings beyond that period have an element of pure rent. 

 

Keywords: Income Distribution; Circuits of Capital; Monetary Economy 
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INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN A MONETARY ECONOMY: A RICARDO-KEYNES 

SYNTHESIS 

 

Income is distributed through the price system and there are basically two broad approaches 

to price determination. The neoclassical model determines prices as the solution to market 

clearing equilibrium conditions and the distribution of income is just a by product of this 

determination. The classical tradition on the other hand, starts with a given distribution of 

income (the subsistence real wage rate in Ricardo, the rate of profit in Sraffa for example) 

and solves for the price structure that distributes income according to the stipulated distribu-

tion in all lines of production. Post Keynesian approaches to income distribution are in the 

classical tradition and for our purposes two broad strands can be identified.
1
 The Kaldorian 

approach reverses the causality of Ricardo’s dual theory of distribution and growth, and 

makes investment the determinant of income distribution (Kaldor 1956). The neo-Ricardian 

approach associated with the work of Pivetti (1985), and also Panico (1985), provides a clos-

ing equation for the Sraffian system by setting a direct link between the real rate of interest 

and the profit rate.  

Reformulating the Ricardian model with the aid of “Keynesian apparatus of thought” 

(Kaldor 1956) has been an indispensible source of inspiration for generations of post Keyne-

sian economists. The Kaldorian approach is aptly described by J. Robinson: 

 
Whatever the ratio of net investment to the value of the stock capital may 

be, the level of prices must be such as to make the distribution of income 

such that net saving per unit of value of capital is equal to it. Thus, given 

the propensity to save from each type of income (the thriftiness conditions) 

the rate of profit is determined by the rate of accumulation of capital” (Ro-

binson 1962, p. 11.) 

 

Our starting point is to note that this approach misses important aspects of both the 

Ricardian and the Keynesian theory. In the Ricardian model income is distributed at the 

margin where no rents are earned. In the above quotation the phrase “net saving per unit of 

value of capital” means, on the other hand, that saving out of all non-wage income is in-

volved. The appropriate extension of the Ricardian idea to the Keynesian world should refer 

to the “marginal plot of capital” or newly installed capital through aggregate investment. It 

turns out that, and this brings us to the neglected aspect on the Keynesian side, once proper 

                                                
1
 Lavoie (1995) provides a very useful summary of various post Keynesian approaches.  
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consideration is given to the monetary nature of the economy, the determination of the dis-

tribution of income at the margin suggests itself naturally. 

The total neglect of the monetary nature of capitalist economies is a feature shared by 

all approaches to distribution theory.
2
 Keynesian theory is firmly established around a theory 

of money and monetary production. Monetary economy is a contractual economy that uses 

money as the means of contractual settlement. In the words of Davidson (1980 p. 297) 

“Money is that thing which … permits agents to discharge obligations that are the result of 

spot and forward contracts. Thus … (1) money is the means of contractual settlement. Mon-

ey is also (2) capable of serving as an instrument to transport generalized (nonspecific) pur-

chasing power over time …” A non-trivial implication of this is that a monetary economy is 

a nominal economy. All dealings are in money and parties only observe nominal magnitudes 

so that income is distributed through a nominal price system. The task of a monetary theory 

of distribution is thus to determine nominal prices. A set of nominal prices implies a specific 

pattern of income distribution as a result of the stickiness of fundamental nominal contracts, 

namely wage and financial contracts, which Keynes believed to be an essential property of 

money as clearly explained in  Lerner (1952 p. 188) and also Brenner (1980). It is notewor-

thy that in Ricardo’s non-monetary world the real wage rate is given, and in Keynes’s mone-

tary world the nominal wage rate is given. In the Ricardian model profits are residually de-

termined at the margin. Likewise in our approach the price level will be determined at the 

margin, in a specific sense to be explained below, given the money wage rate (and the no-

minal interest rates) implying a real wage rate and the associated income distribution. The 

proposed approach thus differs in an essential way from all other strands of the classical 

kind, which having determined a rate of profit go on to calculate the level of prices given the 

money wage rate. 

The most crucial aspect of a monetary economy that motivates the proposed ap-

proach is the notion that capital is money. As D. Dillard notes: 

Monetary production means producing and realizing money values. … The 

task of monetary theory of production is to conceptualize a process that 

begins with money capital, which is used to purchase materials, capital 

equipment, and labor; these factors are converted into a product, which is 

offered for sale; ….  Its (the theory’s) concern is with money as capital and 

not with money as a medium of exchange. Dillard (1987 p. 1624-1625) 

(Bracket added) 

                                                
2
 As far as the post Keynesian monetary theory and post Keynesian theories of distribution are concerned, there 

is an obvious lack of integration between the two other than bringing in an exogenously determined interest 

rate as in various models explored by Lavoie (1995).  
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This statement has its roots in Marx’s famous M – C… [P] …C′ – M′ circuit in which 

M covers “materials and labor” and other variable expenditures including depreciation.
3
  

Expenditure on capital equipment or fixed capital on the other hand, clearly has a different 

dimension and has to be considered in a separate circuit. The circuit of fixed capital starts 

with the purchase of a capital asset which is then operated through over a period of time and 

gives rise to a particularly acute valuation problem: 

The use of land, being regarded as a permanency, could be brought in as a 

regular charge; but the plant and machinery is not expected to last indefi-

nitely, though its use is spread over a time which is longer than the ac-

counting period. … The cost of the machine has to be set against a series of 

sales, the sales of the outputs to which it contributes, but some of these 

sales are sales of the present year, some are later and some, maybe, earlier. 

There is thus a problem of imputation; how much is to be reckoned into the 

costs of this year, and how much into the costs of other years? It is just the 

same problem as the allocation of overheads, and to that, as is now well 

known, there is no firm economic solution. (Hicks 1974, p. 312). 

How this imputation problem is addressed determines the distinctive characteristic of 

a theory of distribution. The central proposition of this paper is that in the absence of uncer-

tainty money and money as capital become indistinguishable and no useful distinction can be 

drawn between profit and interest. The basis for this point is developed in the next section.  

The starting point is that the circuits of capital must be closed. The circuit of fixed capital is 

closed when the sum of money used to purchase the capital goods is recovered with an ap-

propriate rate of return in a present value sense. This gives rise to what we call the amortiza-

tion equation.  The imputation for fixed capital is implicit in the solution of the amortization 

equation. In Section 2 a simplified one sector model is used to illustrate how the amortiza-

tion equation may be solved for the price level given the money wage rate and the interest 

rate structure. Section 3 extends the approach to a simplified two sector model and the “mo-

neyness” of capital becomes clearer. A final section concludes.        

 

  

                                                
3
 Keynes has also made explicit use of Marx’s circuit. He is reported to write: “… C–M–C, i.e. of exchanging 

commodity (or effort) for money in order to obtain another commodity (or effort). That may be the standpoint 

of the private consumer. But it is not the attitude of business, which is a case of M–C–M, i.e. of parting with 

money for commodity (or effort) in order to obtain more money.” (Quoted in Bertocco (2005 p. 494 (note 4).) 

See, also, Dillard (1984), Dillard (1987) and Aoki (2001) for accounts of Keynes’ views on Marx and the 

common threads in their analysis of the monetary nature of capitalist production.  
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1.  Money as Capital 

 

In the already mentioned characteristically clear paper Sir J. Hicks distinguishes between 

what he calls “Fundist” and “Materialist” conceptions of capital. Accordingly Classical 

economists were Fundists.  

Classical economics was three-factor economics, and we can now see that 

the triad had deeper roots than is commonly supposed. Labor is a flow, 

land is a stock (as stock and flow are used in modern economics); but capi-

tal is neither stock nor flow–it is a Fund. Each of the three factors has its 

own attribute, applicable to itself but to neither of the others. Labor works 

on land through capital, not on capital nor with capital. The place of each 

of the factors in the productive process is sharply distinguished. (Hicks 

1974 p. 311, underlining added).  

It is clear that the only way in which capital can be comprehended as a “fund” is to 

comprehend it in terms of the general equivalent or money (Foley 1986, p. 18-20). Capital 

can remain as a fund which is neither flow nor stock but can put labor to work only in the 

form of money. Now, inherent in the idea of a fund is the property that it must be maintained 

to be available over and again. It is this nature of capital that the circuits of capital capture.  

In the basic M – C… [P] …C′ – M′ circuit, production starts with money (M) to ob-

tain commodities (C) that go through the production process [P] to become a different set of 

commodities (C′), which are then sold for more money (M′), and that is how the capitalist 

sees it, i.e. M → M′. In other words, the basic circuit is closed when the initial amount ad-

vanced returns together with a profit and so the fund is maintained. With proper reckoning of 

what constitutes cost, the difference (M′ – M) is the gross income (non-wage value added) 

that capitalists derive from the circuit. In careful analysis of Marx’s account “constant capi-

tal” (C) is understood to be including “... depreciation on fixed capital ... (and)... raw mate-

rials and other rapidly used inputs to production...” (Foley 1986, p. 45: bracket added) and so 

should not be confused with long–lived plant and equipment namely fixed capital.  

In a monetary economy there is always another circuit of money, namely the direct 

circuit  

 

M –– (1 + i)M, 

 

i being the period interest rate. If there is no uncertainty associated with realizing M′ at the 

end of the production cycle, the two circuits must be perfect substitutes so that we must have 

 

i + npe = M′/M – 1 
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as argued by Pivetti (1985), npe being the normal profit of enterprise or “risk and trouble” of 

productively employing capital (Pivetti 1985, p. 87). Here “risk and trouble” must refer to 

factors other than the fundamental or irreducible uncertainty (Davidson 1972) concerning the 

realization of M′. Under the assumed conditions the interest rate and the rate of profit must 

be identical up to an accepted margin for the additional toil involved in productive activity 

because any other difference would be competed away.       

Investment in fixed capital, or money tied up in capital equipment, has its own pecu-

liar circuit. A capital asset gives the purchaser “… the right to the series of prospective re-

turns, which he expects to obtain from selling its output, after deducting the running ex-

penses of obtaining that output, during the life of the asset.” (Keynes 1973 p. 135) The im-

plied circuit of fixed capital is illustrated in Figure 1 as a cash flow diagram. A monetary 

outlay of MK for a fixed asset is made and the asset yields a cash flow of πt in each period 

over τ periods. Each cash flow is generated through the relevant basic circuit so that πt = Mt′ 

– Mt in each period. In other words, the circuit of fixed capital consists of a number of basic 

circuits; with the proviso that M should mean “running expenses of obtaining” the output 

produced by newly acquired capital asset in each period.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The circuit of fixed capital is closed and the fund is maintained when the capital in-

vested is amortized in the sense that it is recovered together with appropriate profit, obvious-

ly, in present value terms. The equation that closes the circuit will thus be called the amorti-

zation equation. Keynes himself used this closure to define the marginal efficiency of capital 

as the internal rate of return of the cash flow of Figure 1 with the understanding that MK is 

the supply price of capital, that is “…the price which would just induce a manufacturer new-

ly to produce an additional unit of such assets…” (Keynes 1973, p. 135.) In comparison with 

the interest rate “ascertained from some other source,” (ibid. p. 137) the marginal efficiency 

      1               2                3                     ….             τ                                                                                                         

             π1            π2              π3                                 πτ 

Figure 1. The circuit of fixed capital, πt = Mt′ – Mt.  

 MK 
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was meant to furnish the basis of a theory of investment demand. But while this procedure 

would make sense for a “price taking” firm taken in isolation, it entails a logical inconsisten-

cy in the aggregate as recognized long ago:  

The internal rate of return depends upon present and future prices; present 

prices reflect future use values through the market place's discounting 

process, which depends upon the rate of interest. As the interest rate 

changes, the structure of prices changes, especially the ratio of present 

prices to future prices. This in turn will affect the internal rate of return. ... 

In a nutshell, we cannot in full logical consistency draw up a demand curve 

for investment by varying only the rate of interest (holding all other prices 

in the impound of ceteris paribus).  (Alchian 1955, p. 942)
 
 

This circularity argument is conceptually similar to that put forward by Sraffa in the 

context of a general critique of marginalist approach regarding the interest rate and the de-

termination of the value of capital. The value of capital depends on the interest rate, and 

therefore cannot be used to determine the interest rate. Likewise the amortization equation 

cannot be used to determine an internal rate of return to be later compared to the interest 

rate, given that the prices of commodities including the supply price of capital depend on the 

interest rate. However, the amortization equation(s) can be solved for the level of price(s) 

(including the supply price(s) of capital goods) given an interest rate structure and this is the 

essence of the approach proposed here. The amortization equation(s) will be solved at the 

margin where capital earns no rent. Here the marginal capital is not the “last unit” of capital 

employed as in the marginalist theory, but in analogy with Ricardo’s marginal plot of land,
4
 

it is the last “plot” of capital that comes under utilization, namely the capital that becomes 

available through aggregate investment. The no rent condition is imposed by the nature of 

the closure of the circuit whereby the discounted sum of “prospective yields” is just enough 

to cover the supply price of capital together with appropriate interest. 

The direct circuit of money comparable to the circuit of fixed capital involves lending 

out the sum MK against τ equal payments so that the present value of the payment series at 

an appropriate discount rate is equal to the initial sum. That is, the direct circuit is closed 

when the initial sum is recovered together with a rate of return equal to the discount rate. 

The required equal payment must be so determined as to make this possible. In the case of 

fixed capital the payment series is the cash flow (πt) from operating activities and depends 

on prices. In the absence of any uncertainty associated with the realization of the circuit of 

                                                
4
 See Pasinetti (1960).  
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fixed capital the two circuits must again be identical. This means that the implicit imputation 

for fixed capital in solving the amortization equation for prices must be the capital recovery 

cost defined as the payment per period that will repay the cost of the fixed asset over τ pe-

riods and provide the necessary rate of return on the investment.     

 

2.  A One Sector Model 

 

The economy produces a malleable good using labor (L) and capital (K) according to 

 

Q = K/σ = L/λ, σ, λ > 0,      (1) 

 

it being understood that L = λK/σ.
5
 The economy is in a steady growth equilibrium with in-

vestment (I) being a constant fraction (α) of output, I = αQ.
6
 In addition perfect foresight is 

assumed so that all future prices are expected to remain equal to current prices. All future 

quantities are known along the growth path and there is no uncertainty in this respect. As a 

result “prospective returns” from investment are known and are realized as expected. In-

vestment has a gestation period of one year, and that it takes τ years to amortize newly ac-

quired capital assets. Here “τ” is not necessarily the “life” of the asset, but is another variable 

“ascertained from some other source” that will be seen to be crucial in the determination of 

prices and the distribution of income. Finally, the money wage rate (w) and short and long 

term nominal interest rates are all assumed to be given.  

The only “movement” in this economy is at the margin where capitalists invest an 

amount of money pI (p being the current and expected future prices of output) in capital as-

sets in exchange for a prospective return of π = pI/σ – (1 + i)wλI/σ in each period “which 

they expect to obtain from selling its output (M′ = pI/σ), after deducting the running ex-

penses (M = (1 + i)wλI/σ) of obtaining that output.” The wage cost per unit of output is wλ 

and (1 + i)wλ is the cost of labor inclusive of the (opportunity) cost of money tied up in the 

wage bill over a single period. The rate “i” is the period or the short term nominal interest 

                                                
5
 To assume such a “production function” is perfectly consistent with the Fundist perspective: “… the rethink-

ing of capital theory and of growth theory, which followed from Keynes, and from Harrod on Keynes, led to a 

revival of Fundism. If the Production Function is a hallmark of Materialism, the capital-output ratio is a hall-

mark of modern Fundism.” (Hicks 1974, p. 309).   

6
 This means that the economy is growing at the rate g = α/σ – d, d being the rate of depreciation of the capital 

stock; and that α happens to be equal to the propensity to save. We shall ignore time subscripts so long as there 

is no danger of confusion. 
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rate and is the cost of money as capital in the basic circuit.
7
 There is no depreciation charge 

as part of the cost in the present formulation. We should only recognize as cost any actual 

depreciation of capital that results in a fall in the average capital productivity (σ) during the 

amortization period. We can do this either by using the appropriate productivity coefficient 

(σi, i = 1 ... τ) in each period; or by adding the actual cash expenses required to maintain the 

productivity of capital constant. Any other depreciation charge would result in “double 

amortization,” as we are set out to find the price that would amortize the sum invested in 

newly produced and installed capital goods. As we are here assuming that the average capital 

productivity of newly installed equipment remains constant during the amortization period, 

there is no depreciation cost to be included in M.   

 

 With this information the amortization equation is: 

 

∑
τ

= +

σλ+−
=

1j
j*

n)i1(

/Ii)w1(pI/σ
pI .      (2) 

 

Here in* is the nominal rate of discount, or the long term nominal interest rate plus any ne-

cessary provision for the normal rate of profit of enterprise, again assumed to be given. The 

only unknown in this equation is the price of output and we get: 

 

pσ = [p – (1 + i)wλ]PV(i*, τ),      (3) 

 

where ∑
τ

= +
=τ

1j
j*)i1(

1
)*,i(PV      (4) 

 

is the present value factor corresponding to a particular real discount rate (i*) and amortiza-

tion period.
8
 We see that for (3) to yield a positive solution for the price the condition  

 

PV(i*, τ) > σ                                                                       (5) 

                                                
7
 This idea can be traced back to Marx, who considered it as the secondary distribution of the surplus between 

money-capitalists and the industrial capitalists, as explored in Panico (1980 p. 365-366).   

8
 Suppose there is a constant steady state rate of inflation (inf) so that pt = p(1 + inf)

t
, wt = w(1 + inf)

t
. When p 

and w are factored out, we are left with the (1 + inf)
t
/(1 + in*)

t
 = 1/(1 + i*)

t
 term inside the summation given 

that 1 + i* = (1 + in*)/(1 + inf).  
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must be satisfied.
9
  We can then define 

r =
)*,i(PV

1

τ
        (6)  

and rearrange (3)  as: 

 

p = (1 + i)wλ + rpσ.        (7) 

 

Note first that this can be solved directly for the price in nominal terms as p = (1 + 

i)wλ/(1 – rσ), which is well defined since (5) means (1 – rσ) > 0. The right hand side of (7) 

has the same form as the standard (in the sense of being cost minimizing) unit cost function 

associated with the fixed coefficient production function, given the nominal wage rate and 

“r” as in (6), with the added feature of an short-term interest charge on working capital. The 

rp term would normally be identified as the rental rate of capital. On this interpretation rpσ is 

per unit profit and so “r” is the rate of profit because the pσ is the value of per unit capital 

requirement. This interpretation, while acceptable, may be misleading in some instances as 

will appear below. It is better to think of “r” as the capital recovery cost per unit of capital. 

Along the growth path with perfect foresight and no uncertainty relating to realizing the 

sales revenue from new investment, the circuit of fixed capital and direct circuit of money 

must be identical. It follows that a dollar of capital in either circuit is earning just in*pI in 

each period, sufficient provision having been made for the normal profit of enterprise.
10

 This 

point will prove to be crucial in the two sector extension of the model in the next section.  

It is interesting to note that the capital recovery cost (profit) rate is distinct from the 

real rate of interest. In particular a positive capital recovery cost rate does not require a posi-

tive interest rate structure, since with i* = i = 0, we have PV(0, τ) = τ and r = 1/τ. In this case 

“r” recovers the capital invested in equal installments without any rate of return. The rate “r” 

is readily seen to be independent of the short term interest rate, increasing in the real rate i* 

and decreasing in τ. Thus, the higher must be the capital recovery cost, the shorter is the 

amortization period and the higher is the real discount rate. As for the price level, it is clear 

                                                
9
 Rearranging (3) we have (1 + i)wλPV = p(PV – σ) > 0, the left-hand side being positive. 

10
 The capital recovery cost in the direct circuit of money is calculated as A = pI/PV(in*, τ), given the interest 

rate in*. In our case A = π = pI/σ – (1 + i)wλI/σ so that p = (1 + i)wλ + A/(I/σ) = per unit wage cost + per unit 

capital recovery cost = (1 + i)wλ + pσ/PV(in*, τ) as in the text. After the first payment an amount A – in*pI of 

the initial sum is recovered. Over the next period the investor can earn in*(A – in*pI) on the recovered sum and 

will earn in*[(pI – (A – in*pI)] on the remaining balance the total being in*pI and this is true in each period.   
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that it is increasing in w, i and i*, and is decreasing in τ. While these are valid inferences in 

the strictest sense of comparative statics, it is altogether a different matter to set out clearly 

the transitional dynamics of how an economy may settle in the final equilibrium after a 

change. Under plausible scenarios the actual outcome may be quite different from that indi-

cated by the ceteris paribus comparative static results. Pursuing these issues any further is 

beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, it has to be pointed out that the course of no-

minal wages contracts in response to increases in interest rates or the possible interaction 

between short and long term interest rates may render the ceteris paribus results practically 

meaningless.   

 

Returning to income distribution implications of equation (7) we can write: 

 

1/λ = v(1 + i) + rk.        (8) 

 

Here v = w/p is the real wage rate and k = σ/λ = capital per worker. This equation 

shows the distribution of output per worker between competing claims. The two terms cor-

respond to the two circuits of capital. The (1 + i)v term is what is recovered in the per unit 

basic circuit together with appropriate interest. The second, on the other hand, is the capital 

recovery cost and represents the per unit imputation to cover fixed capital cost per period. 

This brings us to the novel feature of the present formulation. When output produced with 

capital that has already been amortized and has a useful life longer than the amortization 

period is valued at this price, the (rk) component yields pure rent. Thus the rate “r” becomes 

the “rate of rent” when the amortized stock of capital is considered as shown in Figure 2.  
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In the figure the productivity of labor is assumed to be the same on both new and old 

capital assets. The area (GROSS RENT + Profit) is given by rkLt = rKt. The residual area 

denoted by GROSS RENT corresponds to the income accruing to the capital stock that has 

already been amortized. Therefore, the part of it that cannot be assigned to a cost of produc-

ing output is rent proper. Depreciation in the national income accounting sense and manufac-

turing overhead costs are obvious candidates for items to be accounted as cost to be covered 

in gross rent. There must also be an allowance for non-manufacturing or “administrative 

overhead” costs, excluding any “bonus” payments in cash or in kind.
11

 Thus unless all of it 

can be assigned to production related costs, there is a pure rent component in Gross Rent, 

and in Keynes’ words (see below) these assets “… yield during their lives services having an 

aggregate value greater than their initial supply price ...”. Clearly the existence of rent de-

pends on the length of the amortization period relative to the useful life of capital goods. 

Since investments that have a shorter life than a viable amortization period would never be 

undertaken, the amortization period can either be equal to or shorter than the life of a capital 

asset. If the two are equal, the asset is discarded as soon as it is amortized and so cannot earn 

any rent. This is possible for some capital goods in certain industries. But this cannot be a 

general state of affairs as we do observe vintages of the same type of capital equipment be-

                                                
11

 Such payments may be seen as taking share in rents. There is some ambiguity as to how to ascertain relevant 

administrative overhead costs to be included as cost of producing output. 

 

   1/λ 

 

 L 

 Q/L 

GROSS RENT 
 Profit 

     I N T E R E S T 

  WAGES 

    Lt   

rk 

iv 

v 

Figure 2: Distribution of Income 
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ing “profitably” employed at the same time.
12

 The current model suggests that what appears 

to be “profitable” in the case of older capital assets is in fact a reflection of their rent earning 

potential. In fact the price of an older fixed asset is simply the present value of its rent earn-

ing potential. A newly produced asset has a supply price and the price of output that can be 

produced with it is so determined as to amortize the asset leading to a definite income distri-

bution. An older asset has no supply price and the price of output that can be produced with 

it having been determined at the margin, the price of the asset accommodates to its earning 

potential. In this way in equilibrium a dollar invested in a fixed asset of any age and money 

has the same rate of return, provisions having been made for the normal profit of capital as-

sets. 

Finally, we show how gross rent is related to model parameters. In any period in-

vestment undertaken in the previous τ periods is being amortized and each “shot” of invest-

ment is earning π-j = rpI-j (j = 1, 2, …, τ) per period.
13

 But because I-j = αQ-j and output is 

growing at the constant rate g, we can write  

 

π-j = rpαQ-j = 
j

t

)g1(

Qrp

+

α
, 

so that total current nominal profit in terms of current output is given by: 

 

Пt =∑
τ

−
π

1

j
= ∑

τ

+
α

1
jt

)g1(

1
Qrp = αψpQt = ψIt,   (9) 

 

where ψ = ∑
+

+
τ

1
j

j

g)(1

i*)(1
, in view of (6). This says that total (nominal) profits is just propor-

tional to current (nominal) investment (αpQt), the factor of proportionality (ψ) being the ratio 

of the two present value factors. In other words, the pricing rule implies a modified version 

of the usual maxim which can be stated as “what capitalists earn as profits is proportional to 

                                                
12

 According to Godden (2001) the simple payback period is common as an investment appraisal method in the 

British industry, especially among smaller firms, at least as one of the methods that firms use in conjunction 

with discount methods. The average payback period turns out to be 2.7 years in 1994 and 3.6 years in 2001 for 

the firms included in the sample of the surveys conducted by the Confederation of British Industry. A small 

number of firms (less than 5% of the sample in 2001) report 10-11 years of payback period. Thus the payback 

period seems to depend on the type of industry. If payback period is a rough guide to the parameter “τ”, then it 

appears that the amortization period is not very long.  

13
 π-j = pI-j/σ – (1 + i)wλI-j/σ = I-j/σ(p – (1 + i) wλ) = (I-j/σ)rpσ, in view of (7). 
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what they spend as investment.” It will be recognized however that in the Kaleckian “ma-

croeconomic” theory of distribution (Asimakopulos 1975, p. 321-onwards) profits refer to 

total non-wage income, while here it is only part of it. The share of profits in income is given 

by Пt/pQt = αψ. It follows that  

 

GR = rKt – ψIt,                       (10) 

 

so that the share of gross rent in income is rσ – αψ. It is shown in Appendix 1 that for rea-

sonable parameter values the share of profits is positively related to α. As a result the share 

of gross rent in income would be lower with a higher rate of investment in proportion to out-

put.  

 

 3.  A Two Sector Model 

 

We now briefly consider a two sector extension of the model to illustrate how the solution 

based on closing the circuit of fixed capital may be applied in general. There are two sectors 

producing consumption (C) and investment goods (I). Production functions are given by Qz 

= Kz/σz = Lz/λz, z = C, I. We assume as before that along the growth path newly invested 

capital in each sector is expected to be and is fully utilized. Allowing for differences in the 

amortization periods in the two industries the amortization equations are: 

 

∑
τ

= +

σλ+−
=

C

1j
j*

n

CCCCCC
CI

)i1(

/Ii)w1(/σIp
Ip  

 

∑
τ

= +

σλ+−
=

I

1j
j*

n

IIIIII
II

)i1(

/Ii)w1(/σIp
Ip .     (11) 

 

From these we obtain in the same way as we did in deriving (7), the following price equa-

tions in each industry: 

 

pc = (1 + i)wλc +rcpIσc       (12) 

 

pI = (1 + i)wλI +rIpIσI         (13) 
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where rz = 1/PVz(i*, τz) and ∑
τ

= +
=τ

z

1j
jzz

*)i1(

1
)*,i(PV = present value factor in the industry z 

= C, I. These nominal prices at which incremental capitals in the respective industry are 

amortized are fully determined for a given constellation of the parameters (w, i, i*, τc, τI). As 

the focus of the paper is to establish the general nature of the approach we shall not pursue 

the solution any more than that provided in Appendix 2. With these prices new investment in 

each industry has the same marginal efficiency and the monetary equilibrium condition im-

plicit in the Chapter 17 of the General Theory is satisfied (see Panico 1985).  

We now see that if “r” is interpreted to be the rate of profit, equations (12) and (13) 

cannot be equilibrium relations given that profit rates are not equalized across industries. 

However, equations (12) and (13) are equilibrium relations in the sense that if they hold, 

there is nothing to be gained by shifting capital from one industry to the other. When equa-

tions (12) and (13) are satisfied a dollar invested in either industry is just earning in* and it 

makes no difference if the money invested in one sector is recovered earlier. Because a dol-

lar can only earn in* whether it is recovered or it’s in the process of being recovered (see 

note 10) so long as there is no uncertainty associated with realization of rpσ in the respective 

industry, as we assuming throughout. If uncertainty becomes an issue, liquidity preference 

may change in favor of money, pushing the system out of equilibrium as the identity be-

tween the two circuits of money no longer holds. But that is a concern of a theory of invest-

ment and income determination and not that of a theory of long run theory of income distri-

bution where a state of tranquility is assumed. 

 

4.  Conclusions 

 

The main result of this paper may be neatly summarized by rephrasing Robinson: “Whatever 

the ratio of net investment to the value of the stock capital may be, the level of prices must 

be such as to make the distribution of income such that the present value of the flow of net 

profits per unit of value of newly invested capital is equal to it.” This and any other result in 

this paper, in turn, ultimately depends on the idea that in a monetary economy money and 

capital are perfect substitutes in the absence of uncertainty. This is because capital as a fund 

can exist only as money and this gives rise to two circuits: the direct circuit of money and 

the circuit of money as capital. If there is no uncertainty regarding the closure of the circuits, 

equilibrium will obtain only when nothing can be gained by shifting a dollar from the direct 

circuit to the other. It follows that the imputation for fixed capital must be the capital recov-
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ery cost as obtained from the direct circuit of money adjusted for the normal rate of profit. 

Capital recovery cost cannot in general be the same across industries because the component 

of it that accounts for recovering the capital is in general different given different amortiza-

tion periods. But in equilibrium when all circuits are identical to the direct circuit of money 

marginal efficiencies of all assets are equal adjusted for differences in normal rates of profit 

and there is no incentive to shift capital in and out of any sector.   

Money as an investment fund is truly the Widow’s Cruse of modern times. Prices are 

so determined as to replenish the cruse over a time period that is characteristically shorter 

than the useful life of the capital assets that the fund is used to purchase. The modern Wi-

dow’s Cruse is thus more miraculous in that having been fully recovered together with the 

appropriate reward, it can go onto repeat the cycle and thus maintain the growth of the econ-

omy, while at the same time the capital assets that were amortized in the process of reple-

nishing it, accumulate in the form of a rent earning stock of specific capital assets. Moreo-

ver, as Keynes has shown, money as an investment fund determines the rate at which the 

accumulated stock can be utilized through the multiplier. This is truly a fantastic yet fragile 

process because in its other role money itself may become the “object of desire” (Keynes 

1973 p. 235) and be hoarded. In this case the magic breaks down, the cruse fails to be reple-

nished in full and a slower pace of economic activity is imposed on the economy.  
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Appendix 1: 

 

The share of profits in income is Пt/pQt = αψ = ∑
τ

+
α

1
j)g1(

1
r . It is seen that an increase in α 

has conflicting effects on the share of profits, because ψ falls as the growth rate increases 

with α. Differentiating αψ with respect to α we get: 

d(αψ)/dα = ψ + αr∑
τ −

+

+−

1
j2

1j

)g1(

'g)g1(j
= ψ – αrg′∑

τ

+
+1

1j)g1(

j
 

    = ∑
τ

+1
j)g1(

1
r  – ∑

τ

++

+

1
j)g1(

j

g1

)dg(r
.  

The last equality follows from observing that g = α/σ – d, so that g′ = 1/σ and αg′ = g + d, d 

being the rate of depreciation. Clearly if τ is large enough, this expression can be negative. 

For example, with g = 5% and d = 2%, the expression is negative for τ = 44. Thus, it is safe 

to consider the effect to be positive for the range of values of τ as suggested in footnote 9.  
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Appendix 2:  

 

From (13) we get  

�� �
�1 � ��	�

1 
 ����
 

which is meaningful so long as the denominator is positive as in the one sector model. Using 

this in (12) we can solve for pC in nominal terms as:   

�� � �1 � ���	� �
����

1 
 ����
	�� 

This implies the following expression for the real wage rate in terms of the consumption 

good:  

/�� �
1

�1 � ���	� �
����

1 
 ����
	��

 

This means that the short term interest rate, the usual tool of monetary policy, has a potential 

to put downward pressure on the real wage. From this we can solve for the relative price 

pI/pC as:  

��/�� �
	�

1 
 ����

1

�	� �
����

1 
 ����
	��

�
1

	�
	�
� ���� 
 ����

 

where rCkC = rCσC/λC and rIkI = rIσI/λI.  It follows, for example, that pI/pC = λI/λC, iff the capi-

tal recovery cost is the same in both industries. Note moreover that the relative price is inde-

pendent of the short term interest rate.  
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